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AN OPERATOR VALUED CONTINUOUS HOMOMORPHISM
ON A B*-ALGEBRA

By JAE CHUL RHO

1. Introduction.

The main purpose of this note is to make the following integrals ff(s)
s

E(ds) ,Jf(s)E(ds) and J(~f)A(h)E(dh) identify in some sense. Itis shown
.,(jN) 4

that q(1Je)-S (theorem 2.7), S====,d (proposition 3.2) and an identification

Jf(s)E(ds) f(<ftf)A(h)E(dh) is given (Corollary 3.3). It results that the
4(jN) 4

above three integrals are identified.
Throughout this note we shall denote by B (H) the algebra of aD boun·

<led linear operators defined on the complex Hilbert space H, let C(S) , t,
L1 be complex continuous functions defined on a compact subset Sine, the
Gelfand transform of an operator T and the maximal ideal space of the B*
-algebra respectively. Let 4 denote the q-field of subsets of S, let B(S, Z)
be consists of uniform limit of finite linear combinations of characteristic
functions of sets in 4.

2. An operator valued continuous homomorphism.

LEMMA 2. 1. Let cf;: B (S, 4) - B (H) be a continuous algebraic homomorphism•
.If we define

c/J(Xli) = (1JoX)(o) =E(o) for each oE2,

~hen the mapping E:2-B(H) defines a spectral measure with I!E(o) 1/=1 for
.each non-empty 0E 4.

Proof. Since

F}(o) =E(o) ·E(o) =~(Xli) ·~(Xli) =1J(X6)

=E(o) for each OE4,

we have E2=E.
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From the definition, it is obvious that

cjJ(l) =1 1(s) =1 for all sES, IIcjJ(l) 1J=1.

Moreover

E(a na) =cjJ(X"oa) =cjJ Cxtl "XiJ) = (cjJx,,) (cf;XiJ) =E(a) I\E (a),

E(a Ua) =cf;Cx"ua) =cjJ(x"+XiJ-X,,oa)

=cjJ(XtI) +cf;(XiJ) -c/J(Xuoa)

=E(a) +E(a) -E(a) I\E(o)

=E(a)VE(a).

Thus E:I~B(H) is a homomorphism on the Boolean algebra to a Boolean
algebra of projection operators in B (H) •

Furthermore if {a;} ~lcI with a; naj=lfS (i=f:.j) , then

ECQ1a;) z=cf;(Xi~f;)x=c/Jg~XiYla;)z
,. 00

=Iim !;cf;(Xo;)x= !;E(a;) z
a_co i=l ;=1

for any z EH.
The series converges ([4J, p. 295, Theorem 12. 6) .

If af;iJ for a, iJEI, then o=a U (o""a)

Xo=x,,+XiJ',.tI and cjJ(XiJ) =ifJCx,,) +cf;(xO'\.tI)·

Le. E(a) =E(a) +E(o""a).

Hence

E(a)Hf;E (0) H.

It follows that

liE (a) 11 S IIE(iJ) 11.

Since iJr;;S for any iJEI,

IIE(iJ) " S IIE(S) 11=11111=1

On the other hand IIE(iJ) 11= liE (iJ)211 s liE (0) 11 IIE(iJ) 11

:. lsl\E(iJ)1I for any non-empty iJEI.

Thus we have

(2.1) IIE(iJ) 11 =1 for lfS-=t=iJEI.
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LEMMA 2.2. For a fE B(S, I), cjJf is a spectral operator with the spectral
resolution E=~ox.

Proof. By the Lemma 2. 1, it is enough to show that

E(o)' (tjJf) = (CjJf) ·E(o) and O'(tjJf!E(o)H) ~a, oEI.

The first equility is obvious since

(tjJf)E(o) = (</J/) (cjJXo) =tjJ(fXo) =tjJ(Xo!)

= (</JXo)' (tjJf) =E(o) (</Jf).

For ).ga, Xo(J.) =0, whence

tjJ(Xo(J..»H= to} (a zero vector).

Since O'(tjJ/I to} ) =fjJ, it follows that

).$O'(tjJfl (tjJXo)H) if J..ga.

:.O'(</JfIE(o)H) ~(t

For the resolution E, we have the following

LEMMA 2.3. For a fE B(S, I), cjJf can be represented in the form

</JI=f/(s)E(ds).
s

Proof. For a I-simple function I on S is of a form
..

f=I; aiX6;'
;=1

Hence we have

(2.2)
..

tjJf= I;aiE(Oi)'
;=1

In this case tjJf is determinded uniquely since if
• In n m.

~ aiX..;= I;,BjXoj> then I;aiE(O'i) = I;,BjE(Oj)'
'=1 j=i i=1 j=1

For an arbitrary fEB(S, I) there exist a sequence of I-simple functions
{fn} such that In~1 uniformly on S. It follows from (2.2) that

(2.3)

If I=xo, then

tjJln~epf=Jf(s)E(ds).
s

tjJx.= fxoE(ds) = fEeds) =E(o),
S I
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. n
and for any 2-simple function f= 2:a;xo-

;~l '

f "I f(s)E(ds) = 2:a;E(o;) =ejJf.
.J ;=1 .
s

Thus the formula (2.3) valid for any fEB(S,2).
Without proof we may give the following

PROPOSISION 2.4. Suppose that E(o)*=E(o) for any GEl', then A= {ejJfE
B (H) :fE B (S, 2)} is a commutath'e B*-algebra, and the continuous homomorp
hism ejJ:B(S,2)-A defines a *-homomorphism of B*-algebra B(S,2) onto B*
-algebra A.

Thus A forms a B*-algebra and the equality (ef;f) *=J/(s)E(ds) implies

that the involution on A is mapped by ejJ to the natural involution on B (S, 2).

THEOREM 2. 5. Let Ll be the maximal ideal space of the commutative B*
algebra A= {cjJf:fEB(S, l')} with (<jJ(Xo»*=ef;(Xo) for each oEl'.
Then any FEC(LI) (the algebra of complex continuous functions on Ll) can be

expressed in the form

{2.4) F=Jf(s)E (ds) and F=Jl(s)E(ds)
s s

for some fEB(S, 2), where A:A-A is the Gelfand transform: Moreo'ver an
evaluation of F to a hELl can be written in the form

F(h)=J f(s)p-h(ds) , F(h)=Jl(s)Ph(ds)
s s

with IF(h) I~ IIfll for each hE Ll,

where Ph is a complex measure on l' determind uniquely by hE Ll such that
Ph (S) = 1 and f is unique in the sense that a. e. [Ph],

Pro~f. For a 2-simple function f= ia;XOi' since the Gelfand transform
;~l

A:(/;f- (cjJf)" is a homomorphism, we have

(ef;f) "= ta/t(o;) or k(ejJf) = ta;k(E(o;».
;~l ;-1

Thus we have

(J f(s)E(ds» "= t:a;E(o;) =f f(s)E(ds) ,
S s
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where E(o;)-(E(o;»". From the facts that every complex homomorphism
on a Banach algebra is continuous and the set of all 2-simple functions is.
dense in B (S, 2), it follows that

(2.6) (J f(s) E(ds» "=Jf(s)E (ds)
s s

holds for any f E B (S, 2).
Since A is a commutative B*-algebra (proposition 2.4), the Gelfand trans
form A:A--->AcC(L1) is isometrically isomorphic of A onto C(L1) with the

property that [(cPf) *J"= (cJ;f) " (Gelfand-Naimark theorem).
Hence any FEC(L1) can be represented in the form

(2.7) F=(cPf)" with IIFII=II(cJ;f) "1100= l1cPfll.

It follows from (2. 6) and (2. 7) that

(2.8) F= (cJ;f) "=Sf(s) ft (ds).
s

Moreover that

F= (cPf) " = [(cPf) *J" = r}(s) ft (ds).
's

From (2. 5) and (2. 6), we see that

F(h) = (cPf)"(h) = rf(s)ft(ds) (h) for each hE&.
's

If we put E(o) (h)=fl.h(b), then fl.h:2--->C is a complex measure defined on
2 and is uniquely determined by h. The hst statement follows from the
fact that the Gelfand transform is isomorphism. Thus if hI =1= hz, then

ft (0) (hI) = fl.hl (0) =1= fl.h2 (0) = ft (0) (h2) for any </>*OE 2.

Therefore we have

(2.9)

Furthermore

and since

F (h) = rf(s) fl.h (ds), F (h) = f1(s) fl.h (ds).
S s

IF(h) I~suplf(s) IIfl.h(S) I,
IES

fl.h(S)=h[E(S)J=h[cJ;(l)J=h(I)=l ([4J, p.231,.
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proposition 10.6)
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• IF(h) I~suplf(s) I=lIfll for each hELl.
sES

The formula (2.9) says that, for a given FEC(Ll) there corresponds a unique
(in the sense that almost every where modulo Ph for each hE Ll) fE B

(S, Z).
This completes the proof.
Now we shall discuss characteristics of the complex measures {f.lh: hELl}

defined in the Theorem 2. 5.

PRoPOSmON 2.6. The one parameter family of complex measures {f.lh:hELl}
defined by f.lh(O) =E(o)(h) for oEZ and hELl has following properties:

(1) J1.ah (0) =af.lh (0), aE C

00 ~~m=~m+~m

(3) f.lh(1)) =0, f.lh(S) =1 for any hELl and

O~ If.lh(O) I~1 for each oEZ and hELl.

Proof. (1), (2) and the first part of (3) are obvious.
In order to prove the inequality 0~ If.lh (0) I~ 1, we observe the follo

wing:

If A is a Banach algebra, it is known that for any xEA with Ilxll<l,
11>(x) 1<1 holds for every complex homomorphism 1> on A.

Suppose that IIxll=l and IAI>l then I-J..-lx is invertible since IIA-l xll<l,
whence 1>(1-rl x) :;t:0 ([4J, p.231, Theorem 10.7), I is the identity of A.
Thus

$ (I) :;t:J..-l(/) (x), that is, $ (x) :;t:J.. .

... I$(x) I~l.
It follows from (2.1) that Ih[E(o)JI = lJ1.h(O) I~1 for each hELl. We

shall use this complex measure again in the last section.

THEOREM 2.7. Let S be a compact subset of C and cj;:B(S, Z)-B(H) be a
continuous homomorphism.

Then (J(cj;e) =S, where e:S-S is the diagonal function defined by e(s) =s for

each sES.

Proof. For any AES, n-cj;e=cj;(J..1-e) (1 is the function such that 1(s)

=1 for each sES).
Since CU-e)(J..)=O, it follows that (J..1-e)-1E;l:B(S,Z), and (Al-e)-l
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-exist in B(S,2) if and only if (U-cjJe)-1 exist in B(H) since

(AI-cjJe) -1=cjJ[ cn -e) -IJ

:. AE a (cjJe) , i. e. sr;;a(cjJe).

Conversely suppose that A$S, then the function ill-e is one-to-one
and continuous on S with (ill-e) (z) *0 for all zES. It follows that 01
-e)-IEB(S,2) and that cjJ[(Al-e)-IJ= (AI-cjJe)-IEB(H).
Hence

il$a(cjJe), so we have a (cjJe) r;;S.

Therefore

a (cjJe) =S.

From this fact, cjJf can be represented in the form

(2.10)

and

cjJf=Jf(s)E(ds) for each fEB(S, 2)
• (.pe)

cjJe=JsE(ds) .
• t.p.)

PROPOSITION 2.8. Let A (S) be the algebra of all holomorphic functions in
some neighborhood of S. Then (cjJf) -1 exist in A (S) if and only if f(s) *0
for each sES. In this case we have

(2.11) (cjJf)-l= f f(~) E(ds)
• (.pe)

(cjJe)-l= fs-1E(ds) if 0$8.
• (.p.)

Proof. By the norm IIfll=suP!f(s) I, the Weierstrass theorem on unifor-
,eS

mly convergent sequences of holomorphic functions ([1J, p.330 Theorem
15.8) shows that A (S) is closed in B (S, 2), whence it is a Banach subal
gebra of B (S, 2) .

If f(s) *0 for every sES, then obviously ; EA(S). Thus

g=lEA(S), f·g=l.
f
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It follows that

i. e.
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(cf;f) (cf;g) = 1= (rh) (cf;f)

(cf;g) = (cf;f)-lEB(H).

Conversely, suppose f(a) =0 for some aES. Then there exist an hE
A(S) such that f(s) = (s-a)h(s) for each sES. Thus f= (e-a1)h, cf;f= (cf;e
-aI)cf;h. Since S=a(cf;e), (cf;e-aI)-l does not exists. Therefore (cf;f)-l
does not exist in B (H). Since A (S) cB(S, I), it follows from (2. 10) that

(cf;f) -l=<,b( ; )=f fts) E(ds).
IT(",)

Moreover since eEA(S), if O$S=a(cf;e), then (cf;e)-l exist in B(H) with

(cf;e)-l= Js-IE(ds).
IT('/>')

THEOREM 2. 9. Let f be a continuous function on S. Then we have

(2.12) (J (cf;f) = f(a (cf;e».

Proof. For an arbitrary but fixed ).EC, ).E(J(cf;f) if and only if U-cf;f
is not invertible in B(H), thus (U-cf;f)-:l=(cf;(A.-f»-l=cf;«).-f)-l) does.
not exists. Since ).-f is a continuous function on S, (A.-f)-lEB(S, I) if and
only if ).-f=l=O on S. Therefore ().-f)-l$B(S, I) if and only if there
exist a r;,ES such that fer;,) =).. Hence ).Ea(cf;f) if and only if there exist.
a r;,ES such that ).=f(r;,). It follows that

a (cf;f) = {fer;,) :r;,ES}.

Since a (cf;e) =S, (J(cf;f) -f(a(cf;e».

The formula (2. 12) is a kind of spectral mapping theorem, but the under
lying assumptions are different from the spectral mapping theorem for an.

operator f(T) = 2;i Jfer;,) (r;,I- T)-ldr;,.
C .

. CoROLLARY 2. 10. If f is a continuous function on S, then

I\cf;fll = Ilfll=rq(cf;f) , I\g,ell=rq(g,e) ,

where r".(.) is the spectral radius of ~n operator.

Proof. Since (cf;f) "(Ll) =a(cf;!) for each !EB(S, I),

11(cf;!)"IL",= sup 1)./
lEIT("'/)
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and

11 C<pf) "11",= lI<pfll for any t/lfE A.

Therefore if f is continuous on S, then

lI1'fll = sup IAI= sup I!c,) 1= Ilfll.
Ae.(.,n Ce.(jOe)

Since e is a continuous function on S, replacing f by e we have

lI<pell=llell= sup leO)I= sup IA!=T"C1'e).
Ae'(jOe) AE'(jOe)
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3. Identifications.

Let CCS) be a set of all complex continuous functions on the compact set
S in C, and t/l:C(S)--BCH) be the continuous homomorphism with E(o)*
= E Co) for each (j E J:, then it is easy to show that

A c= {1'fEA:!EC(S)}

Cwhere A= {<pfEBCH):!EB(S,J:)}) forms a B*-subalgebra of A.

THEOREM 3. 1 Let .:1 be the maximal ideal space of Ac. Then the formula
Tf=(<pf)", fECCS), defines an isometric isomorphism T=Ao1' ofCCS) onto

CC.:1) with TJ=C1'f)" and IITII=II1'II=l.
Proof. Since A c is a commutative B*-algebra, Ac is isometrically isomor

phic to Ac. Thus

IIFII=IIC1'f)"II",=II<ffll, FECC.:1)·

From the fact that II<pfll = II!II for each fE C(S) «2.13», it follows that

(3.1) IITfll=lIfll=IIFII.

Since

Ilfll=suPlf(s) I, IIfll=O implies that f=O.
'ES

Hence Tf=O if and only if f=O, thus T is one-to-one. It follows from
(3.1) that T is an isometric isomorphism of C(S) onto C(.:1) with IITII=

111'11 = 1.

Moreover- T!=(<pJ)/\= «c/Jf)*)/\= (</Jf)/\ holds by the Gelfand-Naimark
theorem.

PROPOSITION 3. 2. Let .:1 be the maximal ideal space of Ac, then S can be
identified with 4.
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Proof. By the theorem 3.1, C(S)=::C(Ll). If we put f=e, then Te= (cj;eV
and. (cj;e)(Ll)=q(cj;e). We consider a mapping (cj;e)II:Ll~(J(cj;e). From the
fact that (J(cf;/) =f«(J(cf;e» (Theorem 2.9) we have

(3.2) (J(cj;f) = f(q(cj;e» = f( (cj;e) 11 (Ll» = (fo (cj;e) 11) (Ll).

Suppose that

then

(cj;f) 11 (hI) = (fo (cj;e) ") (hI) = f( (cj;e) 11 (hI»

=f«cj;e) 11 (h2» = (cf;f) ,\ (h2)

for each fE C(S) ;

Therefore hI (cj;f)=h2 (cj;f) holds for each cf;fEAc.

i. e. hI=h2•

It follows that the mapping (cf;e)II:L1-(J(cf;e) is one-to-one, onto and con
tinuous. Since Ll is compact (with respect to the Gelfand topology), it fo
llows that (cf;e) A is homeomorphism of Ll onto (J (cf;e) •

The mapping (cf;e)1I also preserves complex conjugation; for,

since

we have

(cf;e) lI(k) =ii(cf;e) =h(cf;e) = (cf;e) 1\ (h) =1".
Thus

d==q(cf;e) =S

CoROLLARY 3.3. If IEC(S), then the integral formula cf;f Jf(s)E(ds) can
<1(';')

JJe identified with

J(cf;f) 11 (h)E(dh),
4

'Where Ll is the mazimal ideal space of Ac.
Proof. From the Theorem 3. 1 and the the proposition 3. 2,

C(S) =C(q(<f;e) )=C(Ll) =Ac, (J(cf;e)=Ll.

Therefore
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Jf(s)E(ds)==J(lbf)A(h)E(dh) holds.
u(q,.} 4

··Since

it follows that

(3.3) Ibf= S (lbf) A(h) E (dh) = S (fa (lbe) A) (h) E (dh).
4 4

If we write E(dh) =dE(h) then

Ibf= S(lbf) AdE-J f dE.
" u(.p.)
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(3.2)

THEOREM 3.4. Let d be the maximal ideal space of Ae and C* (d) be the
.dual space ofC(11)==C«(J(lbe». Then we have the followings:

(1) The set of all complex measures {,uh: hE d}, determined in the section 2,
can be regarded as a closed subspace of c* (d) ;

(2) 11 can be embedded in C* (d).

Proof· We write F(h) = (lbf)A(h)=S fd,uh in (2.9) for the convenience
s

in future discussions. Fix hE d, a linear functional Lh is defined by

(3.4) L h(f) = (lbf) A (h) = Sfd,uh, fE C«(J (Ij;e».
<r(.p.)

The mapping h~Lh of 11 onto {Lh:h Ed} cC*(L1) is one-to-one;
For, if L h1 =Lh2 , then (Ij;f)A(h I )=(lj;f)A(h2) holds for everyfEC«(J(tjJe».
Thus hI = h2. Therefore two sets {L h; h E L1} and {,ulr.: h E L1} are identified.
Therefore we may write

(3.5) ,uh (f) = ffd,uh, {,uh: hE.d} c C* (d).
u(,/><)

We shall show that if hn~ho in the Gelfand topology of d, then ,uhn-+,uho in
the weak* topology of c* (d).

Now, we recall that the Gelfand topology of Ll, it is a weak topology
induced by Ae. An c:-neighborhood U(ho) of hoE d is following:

U(ho) = U(ho: «:dl) A, (r/Jf2) \ .", (<Pfn) A, c:)

= {hE d: 1 (r/Jfi) A (h) - (~fi) A (ho) I <E, i= 1, 2, "', n}
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for a finite positive integer n.
From (3.4) and (3.5) we have

(cf;/)I\(h)=Ph(/) or (h, (cf;/)I\)=(/,flh).

Since

Ac=C(41) =C(O" (cf;e» ,

we may write

(3.6) (h, I) = <I, flh).

Therefore a neighborhood of flho can be written in the form

V(flho) = {flh: IPh(li)-Pho(li) I<e, i=1,2, ···,n}.

Hence hE U(ho) if and only if flh E V(Pho)· This implies that hn~ho in 41
if and only if fl.h ..~flho in the weak* topology of C*(41). Since hOE 41, flho
E C* (41). It follows that {flk: h E 41} can be regarded as a closed subspace of
C*(41).

From the proposition 2. 6 together with the above facts, the mapping 1J:
41~{flk:hE41}, defined by </J(h)=flk, is complex linear, one-to-one and bi
continuous. Thus 1> is a homeomorphism, so we can identify 41 with {Pk:h
ELl} cC*(41). This completes the proof.
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